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About This Game

9Dragons is a free to play, 3D MMORPG with fluid martial arts combat, lush environments, and intense PvP. Immerse yourself
in a mesmerizing world set in ancient China at the beginning of martial arts chivalry. Choose your destiny by siding with the

"White" or "Black" clans and devote yourself to becoming a true martial artist.

Background

In an ancient time in China, the nine heroes (each was dubbed as Dragon), leading one's respective clan, competed to become
the One. Through numerous battles and wars, they competed. However, there was one event that drove everyone to doom, the

War of Nine-Dragons. Some speculated that there were love-hate relationships among nine clans and their leaders. However, no
one was able to provide the real answer that triggered such a tragic event, which caused all of nine clans to disappear from the

land.

Many years passed by, six clans which suffered relatively less from the War than others, resurfaced. And so, our story of Nine
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Title: 9Dragons
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
JoongWon Games
Publisher:
RedFox Games
Release Date: 14 Feb, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Pentium 3 1GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 2MX

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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Deffo a nostalgia trip, sucks that the launch wasnt smooth and that the hours played are not counted properly. But for any fan of
old grindy mmo's its a treat. A great classic game.
Game is chinese themed and has a wide variety of Kung Fu styles to choose from and different clans to join.
If you want a chinese MMO this is most likely better than Age of wushu.

 Been playing it since 2007 so don't mind the hour count (which is broken for everyone btw).

. I came back after a 1-2 year break to find my level 120 ish main deleted... I searched up about the issue and it seems others
had have this problem, and the company cannot recover deletes beyond 2 weeks. What an absolute joke.. Great game ! . Really
want to play but have to get back with Dota2 . As a students , this game takes me so much time to training skill and level. 9
Dragons is a game that has gone through many changes and publishers since 2006. I have followed it from the early days from
when it was published by Acclaim to present day where it is now published by RedFox Games. What a journey it has been.
I\u2019ve played it off and on since 2007 until I finally quit in early 2014.

Do I recommend this game to new players? No. Stay far away from this.

Not only is this game a grind fest, it also is heavily pay to win. If you look at the item mall, you will quickly see that you need to
spend at least a few hundred dollars just to be mildly competitive. I put at least 5,000 hours into this game and I regret a lot of
them. It was a fun game back in 2007-08, but it has gone nowhere but downhill since then.

The mechanics in place are designed so that players are compelled to spend money in the item mall if they want to stand a
chance against other players or even be strong enough to complete higher level content. This is even further enforced by the
strong gambling mechanics built into the game. If you want to refine your clothing or weapons (gives a nice stat boost), then you
must risk losing them after refining them to a certain level. The crafting in this game is generally focused on success rate
percentages. Some items have a 100% chance to make them. Other items have less than a 1% chance to make. You can
purchase things in the item mall that mitigates the risk of losing your precious gear.

This brings up a pay to win element. Being able to sell item mall items in the game severely disrupts the game economy and
favors those who are willing to spend hundreds in the item mall. You would think that the item mall would at least be fairly
cheap if the game requires it right? Prepare to spend hundreds of dollars just to have a chance at decent gear. Even the item
mall is built around gambling with things like boxes which give you random items when you open them. They aren\u2019t
cheap either and you could literally spend thousands and not get anything worthwhile from them.

Even if you look past all of those negatives and see what the game has to offer, you won\u2019t find much. Besides endless
grinding; there are a bunch of fetch quests that don\u2019t really give you much for your time. The combat is hot bar based and
uses a unique active skill system where your character performs a set of animations depending on the active skill being used.

The story itself is mildly interesting the first time you play through it, but it isn\u2019t much different for each clan in the
game. The maps themselves are small and the graphics are extremely dated. The game does has a sort of charm to it though.
Something about the whole package is appealing at a first glance. It will be fun and interesting at first, but it quickly grows tiring
and you\u2019ll find yourself playing for the next level instead of having fun.

TL;DR? It's just another grind focused Korean MMORPG that reached its peak about 8 years ago. Only play if you are a grind
junkie and like old school MMOs.. Addictive old but gold game :)
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A great classic game.
Game is chinese themed and has a wide variety of Kung Fu styles to choose from and different clans to join.
If you want a chinese MMO this is most likely better than Age of wushu.

 Been playing it since 2007 so don't mind the hour count (which is broken for everyone btw).

. I have over 5000 hours on this awesome game. This game has seen so many publishers who have all failed and burned the
ground (I mean even a damn private server managed to do better than official publishers..), this new publisher isnt an exception.
Get ready to empty your wallet cause if youre not spending 50euros\/month youre not gonna advance much, thats sad but true. I
rate it 10\/10

PS let this game die already. Addictive old but gold game :)

I love it <3. Classic MMO from 2006. Still manages to be innovative with its unique skill leveling system and abundent classes..
9 dragons is way too many. I started playing this game like 7-8 years ago. Those were fun times because you had enough time to
grind to level cap. But since they increased level cap and you get 0.01 from 7-8 mob it is torture to level at higher levels. Do not
start this game unless they change the exp rates and item mall prices.. The Steam release was a bit shabby, considering it only
counts the time you've spent in the launcher. In H1z1 you have a 3rd party there (Daybreak Games) and you can without a
problem launch the game through the launcher and it'll count the time spent in-game correctly. Why isn't this so on 9Dragons?. I
have played this game ever since I first time got to test it at an week-long event in Finland and we got a ticket with code to
download the game while it was still in early closed\/public beta or alpha state.
Back then the game was by Acclaim... Acclaim was awesome, but I still kept playing after it changed to GamersFirst and then to
GamesCampus who also did pretty good job at handing the game.. HOWEVER! I have enjoyed Redfox the most so far!
The game is simple
Massivly Multiplayer Online Kung-Fu based game with your skillbar, inventory and so on..
You have 6 clans to choose from, 3 Imperial (white) and 3 Infernal (Black) clans which are enemies
Classes\/Roles are also quite generic:
Nuker - kiting with massive dmg spells
Healer - Melee combat + heals and buffs
Warrior - do I have to explain?
Hybrid - Warrior + few heals\/buffs

Skills
Each skill can level up and make more dmg and change the amount of attacks and\/or animation

Maps
Each map has gates in and out of the map with quick loading screen
Maps - Are level based
Each clan has it's own
There is "Market hub" map

Travelling
On foot with running skill that can be leveled up to be faster
No mounts
Navigation system to walk to your quest marker

I hope more people would play this game even though the graphics are not super cool or virtual reality and the game is old.. old
style grind-fest, but great classes, hero band\/league system and amazing skills for all 8 different clans and classes. Spent a long
time playing this game for 7 years or so!. The game is amazing, i played it multiple time during the past years and i never get
bored. The things that i like the most about the game is it`s unique skills, when you learn a new skill, you have to actually use
that skill in order to make it level 2 and so on.
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The exp rate is pretty okay, weekly double events, ex: EXP, DROP and Kung-Fu (for skills).

 tl;dr: The game is cool, you should give it a try and see by yourself.
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